Protein Activity Regulation: Inhibition by Closed-Loop Aptamer-Based Structures and Restoration by Near-IR Stimulation.
Regulation of protein activity is vital for understanding the molecular mechanism of biological activities. In this work, protein activity is suppressed by proximity-dependent surface hybridization and subsequently restored by near-infrared (NIR) light stimulation. Specifically, by constructing closed-loop structures with two aptamer-based affinity ligands, significantly enhanced inhibition of thrombin activity is achieved compared to traditional single affinity ligand based inhibitors. Furthermore, the activity of inhibited thrombin is efficiently recovered under NIR light stimulation by using gold nanorods (AuNRs) as photothermal agents to disrupt the closed-loop structures. Real-time and in situ monitoring of the conversion of fibrinogen into fibrin catalyzed by both inhibited and recovered thrombin was performed with light scattering spectroscopy and laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM). Thrombin trapped in the closed-loop structures shows slow reaction kinetics, while the photothermally liberated thrombin displays largely recovered catalytic activity. Human plasma was further employed to demonstrate that both the inhibited and restored thrombin can be applied to clotting reaction in reality. This strategy provides protein activity regulation for studying the molecular basis of biological activities and can be further applied to potential areas such as metabolic pathway regulation and the development of protein-inhibitor pharmaceuticals.